COLLECTIVE-BRAIN SYNDROME (CBS)
DECOLLARING GUIDE AND PROGRAM
Brian R. Wright
This paper is a first effort assembly of a ‘deprogramming’ manual, which I see, ironically, as leading to a simple programmed learning course to decollar the massminded and enable them to rebuild as independent consciousnesses (Independents).
The initial version of this booklet did not include discovery/formulation of collective-brain syndrome (CBS)[a],1
which is a significant understanding of what ails the species in our age of covtardia2 which ailment indeed may be
the end of Human 1.0… with no humanlike followon.
... [mods to come in conjunction with CBS Strategy.]
The course is for those whose minds have been ‘collared’ by the predatory collective. It stems from Chapter 5
of another primer (American Gumption-Catharsis) I’ve written on the Hendrickson Discovery—Pete Hendrickson’s
2003 landmark book on the federal income tax, Cracking
the Code.

Collective Consciousness
Consider any new logical proposition or argument. It’s
customary to see that responses to such an argument are
rife with illogic—where no response even comes close to
countering the main proposition, let alone the plain facts
proving it. Many times, responders don’t even MENTION
the proposition!

1
2

Letters in brackets refer to links in a “Links” appendix for easy access to the Web.
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Negative commenters are all over the map with ad
hominem, ridicule, appeals to authority, straw man fallacy,
evidence-bereft assertions, irrelevancies, and just ordinary
logical contradictions. Every fallacy in the book.
And here’s a remarkable shared irrationality:
Virtually all mainstream pundits—to the extent they
don’t simply ignore the new proposition—exhibit the same
mix of fallacious ‘thinking’ as the trolls on the street.
Why?

Jon Rappoport, independent investigative journalist
and founder of nomorefakenews.com, coins the term ‘consensus reality,’ referring to real-world collective consciousness. Ayn Rand and her then protégé, Nathaniel Branden,
coined the term, social metaphysics, characterizing:
“…one who holds the consciousness(es) of other
men, NOT objective reality, as his ultimate psychoepistemological3 frame of reference.”
What Rand, Branden and the Objectivists argue—as do
I—is that a majority of people walk around, soaking up,
w/o independent reasoning, whatever nonsense their consensus reality authorities tell them is healthful and true. 4
Such minds have two primary and related qualities:
 Compartmentalization—the individual thinks OK
in familiar day-to-day areas, or in his profession,
but not so in politics, morality, or public affairs.
 Perceptual-emotional consciousness—where feelings experienced from images, sounds, and
words take the place of fact-based conclusions
derived by logical conceptual reasoning.

3
4

Epistemology is a word in philosophy that simply means how we know things.
I speculate that collective-brain is a vestige of Julian Jayne’s “bicameral mind.”
Ref. The Origin of Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind.
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Example of PE Mode ‘thinking’: Donald Trump says that
hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) cures ‘covid.’ I HATE Donald
Trump. Thus, HCQ cannot be a cure. [And rumors that
Trump advocates people drinking bleach are also true. ]

COMPARTMENTALIZATION
Most people think fine when they’re inside a personal or
professional comfort zone, say, using Consumer Reports to
choose their next washing machine.
But if they see an alternative to consensus—e.g. “The
climate change movement mainly has a political-economic
purpose to expropriate and control the world’s human
population for the elites.”—they freak out and dismiss it.

PERCEPTUAL-EMOTIONAL (PE) CONSCIOUSNESS
In my The Sacred Nonaggression
Principle I discuss what many see as
the root of blind obedience to authority (consensus) behavior: the
Limbic System. This system had its
place long ago, when Thor and his
men went out to hunt mastodons.
In these situations, if Thor said
“There’s a lion, go there!” you’d
better feel the fear and react NOW. Not, “Well, let’s all sit
down by the tree and each of us think it over, then maybe
vote.” Thor was the consensus boss for survival reasons.
Sure, the Limbic System is still useful, but it’s also
susceptible in the modern world of streaming perceptions
to being manipulated by authority Thors of a different color
 sophisticated global elites who do NOT regard the survival and well being of individual human beings as any
kind of priority—in fact, lately it appears they’d like to rid
the world of billions of us. Let’s call these cabals and subcabals the Men of the Power Sickness.
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For time immemorial, the ‘MOPS’ (power elites) have
understood the need to control the masses’ perceptions
and mastered the cultivation of PE consciousness.
Consider, for example, the early Egyptian elites who held the
monopoly of the written word and its power away from the
masses who might use it to raise the people to topple them.

Post-Renaissance, when more and more regular Joes
and Janes had learned how to read and write, the elites
knew they were in trouble should actual independent
thinking get out of hand. Government factory schools
would not be sufficient to thwart the threat.
Long story short, In the early part of the 20th century,
and advent of electronic communications, the MOPS went
high-tech in manufacturing consent of the masses, courtesy of modern mind control’s founder, Edward J. Bernays:
“The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of the masses is an important element in democratic society. Those who run this
unseen mechanism constitute an invisible government,
which is the true ruling power of our country.”
— Bernays,
(1928)

Ol’ Ed “liked it.” For the entire 20th century—the little
Zionist scumbag lived to be 104—Bernays was at the center of government war propaganda and crony-corporate
rape-and-pillage, respectively. The end effect is now that
virtually everyone is so brainwashed by the “unseen
mechanism of invisible government” that they don’t know
which end is up—they have lost the ability, in the realm of
ethics and politics, to think on their own at all.
AND THEY HAVE NO IDEA
THAT THEY HAVE LOST THAT
ABILITY. They are literally Ruled
from the Shadows—watch the
video of the same name on the
Web. The Dark Side MOPS pull
their strings for fun and profit.
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What’s a reasonable human being to do?
[Exit program here showing key excerpts from RFTS:
 World wars, Allied propaganda mills
 J-Net Power via central bank dynasties
 Asch Conformity Experiments, 1951
 Milgram Authority Experiments, 1961
 Tragedy and Hope, Carroll Quigley, 1966]

Independent Consciousness
Superficially, it seems MOPS-induced consensus mind
is running the table. [And I haven’t even scratched the surface of high-crime assaults—recent ‘covid’ medical tyranny,
geoengineering, 5G wireless, GMOs and food poisoning,
water contamination, vaccines, etc.] The Toxocracy is going
full tilt boogie as we speak; we good guys are losing the
wealth, health, and youth to right the ship. However…
The obscene brute-force power of today’s “Great Wizard” MOPS, as in The Wizard of Oz, rests solely on
ILLUSION, that’s it. Dispel the illusion, call the bluff, Totoand-Dorothy up, then behold! No more Wizard. Poof!
Several of my friends in the various truth and justice
movements, recognizing the huge Dark Side resources,
are resigned to defeat. Such pessimism is, needless to
say, self-defeating. More important, it’s superficial.
Truth and justice are IMMINENT… just as the child in
the fable sees and says that the king lacks clothes.

As in the movie, Old Man Oz lets go of all his pretensions at once when he sees that a) Toto has caught him
red-handed in “the Lie” and b) Dorothy is not about to let
him off the hook. He just caves in. Toto is analogous to the
intellectual courage of reason; Dorothy is analogous to the
corresponding moral courage of action.
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Building a society of Independents,5 i.e. human beings
of independent consciousness, requires a) each individual
behave reasonably and treat public issues with independent conceptual judgment, then, b) stand for what one’s reason says is true and right. Independents united is what
drives a stake thru the Ozmatron, nothing more nor less.

THE INTELLECTUAL COURAGE PART (TOTO)
Very briefly, here’s what we all need to make second
nature—courtesy Ayn Rand, Aristotle, and my 1967 high
school social studies teacher Reynold Davis.6
The metaphysical axioms and laws of logic:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Existence: exists (A is A, a thing is itself) and the act of grasping that
statement implies
a. that one exists possessing consciousness,
b. consciousness being the faculty of perceiving what exists.
Identity: Everything that exists exists as something, with specific
knowable attributes that determine what it is and what it is capable
of doing or being.
Causality: The actions of an entity are determined by its nature and
the nature of the entities that act upon it.
Non-Contradiction: An entity cannot be A and Not-A in the same degree or in the same respect.
Either-Or: An entity or action that exists is either A or Not-A.

The Three Key Fallacies of our time:

5

6

Definition: An Independent is a human person who exercises full and exclusive
psychological dominion over his own mind and its judgment in all matters, never
surrendering that responsibility to others who claim authority or consensus. He
thinks for himself, never accepting coercion of anyone’s mind or body by another being or beings, human or otherwise. And seeks a world based on the
nonviolation principle (aka nonaggression principle or liberty) and voluntary cooperation of individuals in benevolent community.
Everyone, including me, needs to refresh his knowledge of logic and reasoning
periodically because today the disinformation systems are so pervasive. I recommend, provisionally, Jon Rappoport’s course, Logic and Analysis… it is a key
support for the Independent Consciousness pillar of my FLOW philosophy
(FLOWFellowship.org).
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1.

2.

3.

Argument from Authority (ad verecundiam): Citing statements from
organizations or individuals, typically corrupted, instead of offering
objective evidence or logical demonstration of a proposition.
Appeal to Emotion (ad passiones): Ad passiones tries to negate conceptual thought about issues by wrapping them in the perceptualemotional mode of “see-hear something, feel something,” in order
to manufacture consent.
Argument to the Man (ad hominem): Call this the David Duke Fallacy, it goes something like, “Duke once made a remark that some
authority considered racist, therefore, anything he says is wrong.”
Ad hominem ignores logic if its proponent is a ‘bad’ guy.

I’m not going to dwell here. All I want now is for readers
to be aware of the Three Key Fallacies… they are literally
everywhere.
Field logic is an art, it takes practice to apply the above
principles in real time. All mainstream news broadcasts or
writings are rife with illogic and fallacy, which is how the
MOPS get away with their crimes against humanity.

THE MORAL COURAGE PART (DOROTHY)—HINT
Remember how in response to the Toto-Dorothy tag
team, the Great Oz deflates in a New York minute. Our
MOPS analog is they wake up one morning and nobody believes their TV-Internet-programmed phony “shell” figment
society or even craves a place in Rolex-wearing, Mercedesdriving Shellville—held out to us as an illusory winning lottery ticket to the unconscious addict-class.
[In real life, as the former Soviet Union was nearing collapse: after decades of lies, one morning everyone looked
around and winked at one another, all just knowing the
obvious: that everything the official state news agencies
were telling them was BS.]
We Independents are the “death by one-two punch” to
the deceptive MOPS. Just as Dorothy sees the logic Toto
reveals to her—then reads the riot act to the Wiz—we the
people must step up for our reason and rights.
THE ultimate step of political activism that we need to
resurrect to actualize ourselves thru justice is essentially
7
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the independent First Principles’ grand jury. I’m working
on a book, The Accountability Project, to help that happen,
and the foundation work for my work is from Diane
McGilvery, What is the Foundation?.7 In the meantime, as a
matter of survival each of us must take whatever practical
steps of resistance are available to us.

Expanding on note #5 below…
So, you, ordinary well-meaning person, stumble on an
injustice that cries out for exposure and correction. You
say to yourself, “By golly, I have to do something to right
the wrong.” And you help to rouse the general public with
logic and reason (using the Non-Contradiction Law and
others)… perhaps making your case to authorities—media,
moral leaders, political figures—whom the public still believes in. You have standing in the community, a decent
job, family and friends who’ll go to bat for you, the works.
But it’s a cause that the collareds are told is off limits.
Shrieking banshees will descend all about you…
Per the perfect country song:
 You lose your pickup truck
 You lose your dog
 You lose your mama
 You get ran over by a damned ol’ train…
…especially if you were counting on the authorities to
uphold logic and reason. Fact is, if the general corruption
of civic responsibility has reached epidemic proportions—it
has—the authorities will be leading the banshee-shriek parade against you and yours.
In our country today, most people have learned to keep
low, keep the blinders on, and avoid stumbling on any in7

It’s becoming increasingly clear that our Shell Fantasy world is beyond fixing or
redemption, meaning we Independents are going to have to found a new free
society of Independents “alongside night,” to use the title of the classic libertarian book and movie by J. Neil Schulman. We shall need to pull Independents out
from the collared-minded, using materials such as this primer.
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justices that might cause one to humanely protest. The
lookaway attitude is, “I know I’m just another rat on the
treadmill, but at least I have my cage and three meals…
make that two… make that one….”
And now there’s the ‘covid’ operation, intended as the
Final Solution: radical, rapid depopulation and full Shell
implementation-dehumanization—AI, 5G, The End… of us.
Note: Yours truly is working steadily on the ‘covid’ front, writing a book, The Thinking Individual’s Guide to ‘covd’. All the
significant help links to be expanded upon in the book are
posted at covidfactsheet.com. Please visit and share widely.

Why Choose Independent-ness?
The primary question behind “Why should I consent to
‘being deprogrammed’ as you call it?” As founder or at least
conceiver of the collareds’ deprogramming project, what are
my sales points?
Keep in mind that fully certified8 Independents as I’ve
defined them in footnote 3 are rare birds at this point, and
their NON-Independent peers, friends, and family react to
them/us negatively as a whole.
Which makes it difficult to imagine that these rejecting
NON-Independents are going to sit still for an intervention;
indeed they tend to think WE Independents are the ones
who need to be brought to reality. The only way the conundrum is solved is if the non-Indies (or collareds as I have
labeled them) come to experience unacceptable discomfort
or anxiety from their PE ways… and some alternative way
of experiencing the world looks like a reasonable avenue of
positive change.

8

In The Truman Prophecy, my hybrid reality-fiction novel, subtitle Rise of the Independents, I deal extensively with what psychological independence IS and how
to achieve it. On page 230 I even have a primitive IQ (Independents Qualification) Test. Obviously, such psychological measurement would need to be refined—if it even could be.
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Think of the analogy of the movie The Matrix where Neo,
who has already started questioning and acting as an outlaw to the “establishment” of which he remains a part. He
is in effect recruited by the real resistance (to the Matrix
itself) led by Morpheus.
We the people of today are perhaps not of the same plot
of the Matrix yet a similar context. The MOPS, whoever
they are,9 generate a “Shell” reality that absorbs and reflects the collareds’ ‘thinking’ and manufactures their consent. Few question what they are told by embedded-bought
media, least of all the media persons themselves.
Yet in the words of Thomas Paine (!) “… when a long
train of abuses and usurpations pursuing invariably the
same object” [of deception and tyranny becomes obvious…]
IOW, in our time when the Shellmeisters are so clearly
bloody-LYING—manifested recently in spades by the ‘covid’
Big Fraud and systematic psychological torture of effing
EVERYONE—more than a handful of collared-predisposed
real human ‘normies’ is bound to wake up… or at least
crack open an eye.

At first glance it would seem I’m wandering away from
the subject, which is how to market deprogramming tools
like this. Not so. I had mentioned the conundrum of a
handful of truther-Indies (TIs) trying to convince a broad
mass of collareds to seek deprogramming help.
My error lay in thinking we had to eat the whole elephant, the lowest-common denominator of mass-minders,
in one big bite. Fortunately, this isn’t necessary or even
possible. We can start with our ordinary non-truther, semiostracizing peers, friends, and family.
9

It’s not hard to imagine that the MOPS dynasties of powersick old men—
Rothschilds, Rockefellers, Kissingers, Morgans, etc. (D. Rockefeller was 102 when
he died, J. Rothschild is 84, Kissinger is 97—have turned over their key operations to an AI program that runs “the Shell,” as I have called it earlier.
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Think of it this way: what distinguishes them from you,
the TI, is a longer train of capitulations to official stories
(Shell-friendly) so as better to bask in what Shell-consciousness seems to offer in social acceptability. “People
will like me better if I don’t ask any questions about these
sorts of things.”
[Hey, not one of us TIs came out of the womb asking
questions; it always took time to shake the warm center of
affirming social approval while managing to stay at least
reasonably psychological healthy in society. Think of our
government-school years and the commercial and public
affairs battering we all absorbed to enforce conformity.
Also, consider that until Ayn Rand TIs have not had a
rational philosophical system: metaphysics, epistemology,
ethics, politics. (Not saying Objectivism will answer everyone’s life or even meaningful spiritual questions satisfactorily, only that it provides a comprehensive foundation.)]10
For intelligent peers who reject Independent thought,
here’s an approach that I suspect works well enough. We
only have to get them off the mainstream mental treadmill
to start the process down Independents’ road—where, in
fact, a primer like this can lead to further opening up and
full consciousness evolution. [Just occurring to me: Intervention is only fruitful when the current ratio of Independents to collareds is REVERSED.]
Requirements:
1. The official story must be rife with massive unsupportable contradictions.
2. Those implementing the official story must be
inflicting huge pain and suffering on people.
3. Large numbers of technical, scientific experts
must challenge the official story and propose a
reasonable widespread solution.
10

Indeed, my sense is today most Objectivists remain stuck in the MOPS’ paradigm, mainly because they do not recognize the existence of conspiracies of
power.
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4. Popular objection to the official story must manifest and, in fact, be aided by official suppression.
5. The solution to the official assault ideally will
point to a flourishing of Independent action and
individual health and consciousness evolution.
In other words, the perfect storm for the perfect solution is in fact the ‘covid’ operation... not to mention
the integrated high-crime assaults by the MOPS that ‘covid’
rode in on—5G, wireless radiation, GMOs, vaccines, toxic
resources, weaponized geoengineering, compulsory factory
schools, monopoly money and credit systems, war, etc. Solutions to these, too, shall cascade from the rise against
“‘covid’ (STUPID-19), the absurd assault too far.”
Also putting in a plug for my FLOWFellowship.org cultivation philosophy and gathering place. Three pillars: spiritual cultivation, independent consciousness, people taking
charge—Independents United political movement, American First Principles and people’s independent grand juries.
—End—
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